SHOREBLOCK® BD SERIES
ISO-600 CLOSED CELL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

1. SHOREBLOCK® UNITS ARE MANUFACTURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM C90 AND C1140 AND THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS:
   a. Concrete Unit Weight: 130 - 170 LBS/CF
   b. Minimum Compressive Strength: 4,000 PSI
   c. Maximum Absorption: 5%
   d. Dimensional Variance: ±1/4" (A)

2. GALVANIZED OR POLYESTER CABLES

NOTE:
Female blocks are used on the outside of the walls to allow crimping.

ASSEMBLY INFORMATION:

1. SHOREBLOCK® UNITS ARE SHIP ASSEMBLED IN A CABLED MANUFACTURED AS SHOWN ABOVE.
2. SHOREBLOCK® UNITS ARE PLACED BY THE CONTRACTOR IN THE FIELD ON PREPARED SURFACES PER THE CONTRACT DRAWINGS.
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